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Abstract The social communication of behavior is observed in a wide variety of

species, yet the only conspicuous example of an increasing accumulation of socially-

acquired behavior (culture) is recent human history. What factors determine how much

of an individual’s behavior is derived from culture versus genetic evolution or individual

learning? We explore this question with an agent-based model demonstrating selection

for the costly (altruistic) communication of food-processing techniques. We find that

the size of a culture is primarily limited by factors determining the probability that

information is transmitted from one generation to the next. These factors include

individual longevity, life history, population density, and the rate and range of com-

munication. In nature we believe the costs of these factors tradeoff with the benefits of

culture: concurrent, multi-agent search for useful, innovative strategies. Such tradeoffs

may explain the continuum of cultural strategies found across species.
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1 Introduction

Recent research convincingly demonstrates the spread of intelligent behavior via social

mechanisms in a wide variety of non-human species (Wilkinson et al., 2010; Bon-

nie et al., 2007; Franks & Richardson, 2006; Thornton & McAuliffe, 2006; Laland

& Williams, 1997; Whiten & van Schaik, 2007). However, the selective pressures for

evolving a capacity for such transmission are still not well understood. Broadcast-

ing information useful in competitive situations is technically altruistic, since it costs

the broadcaster a competitive advantage over any recipients that benefit from that

information. This cost has lead some to argue that language, the ultimate information-

broadcast mechanism, must have evolved as costly signalling (e.g. Dessalles 2007; c.f.

Buckley & Steele 2002 for a review and refutation). However, contemporary theoretical

biology demonstrates that altruistic behaviour is relatively easy to evolve (Hamilton,

1964; Ohtsuki et al., 2006; West et al., 2007). Why then is there such variation in the

extent to which different species rely on socially-learned behaviour?

Altruistic behaviour — behaviour that costs the acting individual but benefits

another — is adaptive where the actor’s relatedness to the beneficiaries times the

extent of their benfit outweighs the cost to the actor (Hamilton, 1964). Beneficiaries

are likely to be related to the actor where the altruistic acts have spatially-local impact.

Because individuals are born proximate to their parents and motion in space takes

time, nearby individuals are more likely to be related to an actor than individuals at

greater distance. This property known as viscosity contributes to selection for altruism

through inclusive fitness. It is ubiquitous in nature though the extent of its influence

varies with the propensity of individuals to migrate over distance and between breeding

populations.

Work subsequent to Hamilton (1964) indicated that the effects of kin selection

might be neutralized in viscous situations due to localized, kin competition (Taylor,

1992; West et al., 2002; Griffin et al., 2004). However, this neutralizing effect is overcome

in most real-world contexts, providing only that the altruistic act locally increases

the carrying capacity of the environment (Mitteldorf & Wilson, 2000; Williams &
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Lenton, 2008), and that there is enough variation in population levels that an initially-

suboptimal strategy can spread by drift (Mitteldorf & Wilson, 2000; Alizon & Taylor,

2008). Population fluctuations such as are observed in ordinary predator–prey cycles are

sufficient to provide this requisite variation in population density (Ingvarsson, 1999).

If altruism can evolve easily in natural animal contexts, then the widespread pres-

ence of the social dissemination of adaptive behavior strategies is not surprising. Here,

we refer to such behaviour when it is regularly transmitted between individuals in a so-

ciety by non-genetic means as culture (Richerson & Boyd, 2005; Whiten & van Schaik,

2007). By enabling related individuals to share advantageous discoveries, culture allows

social species to exploit the computational advantages of concurrent search. The com-

putational effect is similar to allowing an individual significantly more time per day

for exploration, while not increasing its individual risk. The problem of understanding

culture then is not understanding why such dissemination exists, but why it is not

more pervasive.

In this article we present a hypothesis concerning what determines the size of

a culture — that is, what determines the average amount of behaviour transmitted

between individuals in a population. Our hypothisis is that the variations determining

the size of a culture are simple biological traits which trade off with other adaptive

strategies and traits. The existence of these tradeoffs explain the variation in the extent

species rely on culture as observed in nature, as each tradeoff provides a continuum

of equally-adaptive solutions. As evidence of the plausibility of hour hypothesis, we

present an agent-based model demonstrating selection for communication of culture.

We show that communication of adaptive behaviour is indeed a costly, altruistic action,

but that the communication of behavour is itself adaptive as a consequence of inclusive

fitness. The size of the culture in our model is the average number of socially-acquired

behaviours the agents know at any particular time. This is largely determined ecological

factors such as the carrying capacity of the environment and the distance over which

behavior can be communicated, and life history factors such as the maximum lifespan of

the agents. These determine the quantity of behaviour that can be reliably transmitted
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from one generation to the next by determining the probability of an agent being

exposed to a new behaviour. Selection for communicating behaviour is modulated by

factors that reduce the viscosity of the population or the localisation of the altruistic

benefit.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Model

Our simulation is an agent-based model (ABM, also sometimes called an individual-

based model or simulation), which we run in standard, freely-available ABM devel-

opment environments. The original simulation and the majority of the subsequent

extensions for analysis were developed in NetLogo (Wilensky, 2011). To ensure the

validity of the model (Bryson et al., 2007), we also replicated with a second developer

on a second platform, MASON (Luke et al., 2003). The full code for the simulation,

and the R code used for producing the figures in this article, are available as electronic

supplements to this article and from the authors.

An ABM consists of the agents’ environment, characteristics of the individual

agents, and the agents’ behavior. We describe these each in turn below.

2.1.1 Environment

The environment the agents inhabit is a square two-dimensional plane. This plane is

configured as a torus — that is the left and right edges connect, as do top and bottom

ones. This is a standard modeling procedure used to eliminate edge effects and to

simplify agent navigation. The world is large enough that an individual agent cannot

visit more than a small portion of it in its lifetime. The agents’ possible positions

are continuous in space (real-valued), but the food sources in the world are divided

into discrete square patches, each growing at most one type of food. Food ‘growth’ is

explained below under Agent Behavior. Time in the world is in discrete cycles; all

agents (including growing food) change state synchronously.
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2.1.2 Agent Characteristics

Agents have three types of characteristics or parameters: condition-dependent param-

eters which vary per experimental condition, individual-dependent parameters which

vary between individuals in a single simulation, and dynamic parameters which change

within a single agent’s lifetime (Bryson et al., 2007). The dynamic parameters for this

simulation are: the agent’s age, which is measured in cycles; its energy level, which

increases as a result of eating and decreases with time passing and with reproduction;

its location, which is changed by motion; and its knowledge (k), which increases when

a nearby agent communicates a previously unknown item. The only static individual-

dependent parameter of this simulation is the individual’s variant, an inherited charac-

teristic which determines whether or not an agent communicates. Condition-dependent

variables are the number of types of food in the world (K); the maximum age of an

individual; the food growth rate, which determines the carrying capacity of the envi-

ronment; the initial population level; the probability a parent has a child of the other

variation (the mutation rate); the probability an individual discovers a food-processing

strategy for itself (the innovation rate); the proportion of food that requires special

knowledge; the distance that behavior can be communicated; the distance an agent

can move per turn; including the distribution of motion (smooth probability, always

move maximum distance, or Levy-flight). See Table 1 for a list of parameters and the

default values used in the figures for this article (unless otherwise indicated in the

captions) as well as the complete range of values we examined.

2.1.3 Agent Behavior

There are two sets of behavior in this simulation: food growth and agent actions. With

respect to food: in order to ensure that some population survives when knowledge is

sparse in the simulation, there is a guaranteed proportion of patches which grow ‘grass’

— a food type all agents are born knowing how to eat. On each cycle, each patch of

the world is asked with a fixed probability depending on the replacement rate to grow

one food type (selected at random) of difficult food, then all patches are asked for a
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Table 1 Parameters used in the simulation. The unit of time is a single simulation cycle;
space and energy units are defined below.

value in figures range explored
parameter name symbol (unless otherwise

indicated)
dynamic

age (in cycles) [0..maxage]
energy level 0+
location x,y [−85..85]
knowledge k [0..K]

static
(individual-
dependent) variants communicator, free-rider

free-rider
(condition-
dependent) initial population 750 400,2500

initial proportion communicate 0 0.1,0.5,1
mutation rate 1/10, 000 0, 10−3, 10−5

number of special food types K 7 0–16
innovation rate (probability of

1 item learned per lifetime) 5% 2,10%
transmission rate (facts per cycle) λ 1 0–1, 2, 4, 8
maximum age (in program cycles) maxage 40 20–100
food growth rate (% added

as replacement per cycle) 3.5 2–5,∝
food energy value (in energy units) 5
energy lost per cycle (in e. u.) 1 defines unit
reproduction threshold (in e. u.) 30 20–60
reproduction cost 20%
proportion of food requiring

knowledge to process 1/16 0–1
size of food patch 1× 1 defines unit
broadcast range 1 1–8
limit flight distance rundist 2 1–32, ∝
type of motion runmode smooth dist see text

higher probability (also dependent on the replacement rate) to grow grass. Since each

patch can only have one type of plant, where one patch would grow two types, grass

is chosen. Food never leaves a patch unless it is replaced by the above procuedure or

eaten.

With respect to the agents’ actions, on every cycle each agent does the following:

1. If there is food on the patch where it is currently located, and it knows how to eat

that food, the agent eats the food, incrementally increasing its energy by the food’s

energy value.

2. If a random value drawn on the agent’s current energy level is above the reproduc-

tion threshold, it reproduces. If an agent reproduces, it clones an offspring normally
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of the same variant as its parent, but it will have no knowledge of how to eat food

other than grass.

– There is some small probability the offspring will be of the other variety from

its parent (communicator or not), as determined by the mutation rate.

– At birth, the parent reduces its current energy level by the reproduction cost,

and this same value is the offspring’s initial energy value.

– The offspring may discover knowledge about how to eat an additional food type

(besides grass) within its first cycle of life. The probability of this extra piece

of knowledge is determined by the innovation rate. We assume for simplicity

that discovery occurs at a fixed rate regardless of K, and that all items are

discoverable with equal probability. This is how knowledge initially enters the

system.

3. The agent picks a random direction and moves a short distance, generally based

on rundist.

– exact distance move exactly rundist.

– levi flight starts from a random value root between 0 and rundist, then moves

(0.7/rundist)0.3. This results in most motion being nearly rundist, but occas-

sional “flights” to greater distance (van Dartel et al., 2002).

– smooth distribution move anything between 0–rundist with equal probability.

– warp move anywhere in the world with equal probability. This removes viscosity

from the system and is of course completely unnatural.

4. Energy is depleted by one and age is incremented by one.

5. If the agent’s age is greater than maxage, or its energy has fallen to 0, it dies.

Death is the mechanism by which knowledge leaves the system.

6. Otherwise, if the agent is a communicator, it transmits one behaviour it knows

(randomly chosen) at the transmission rate to any agent within broadcast range. All

agents, regardless of whether they are the communicating variant, will understand

this information correctly, adding it to their knowledge.
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Fig. 1 Examples of individual runs, showing the non-monotonic increase in proportion of the
communicators until the free-riders are extinct (upper line, red, scale on left), and how this
covaries with increase in average knowledge in the population (κ, lower line, gold, scale on
right). In the first figure, agents live a maximum of 40 cycles while in the lower they live up
to 50. Note the differences in knowledge level achieved and the different rates of convergence
to fixation.

2.2 Analysis

Analysis was at first run ad hoc, by running large numbers of simulations with a variety

of parameters in order to validate the simulation and to test for sensitivity of the results

to the condition-dependent parameters.
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Fig. 2 The proportion of communicators (maximum age = 40) aggregated over sixty four
runs. Half of the runs have one in eight pieces of food as ‘special’, requiring extra knowledge
(upper curve, in green). Half of the runs have one in sixteen (lower curve, in rust). The dark
lines shows the mean and the lighter bands indicate approximate 95% intervals.

The results presented here were run systematically using the Behavior Space tool

of NetLogo. We recorded for every program cycle the number of individuals of each

variant. For the detailed individual runs shown here, we also saved the average and

standard deviation amount of knowledge of individuals of each variant. For Figure 3.2

we also recorded the average energy and number of individuals for each possible value

of k, aggregated per variant. This information was only gathered once per 100 cycles, so

that no agent was sampled twice, nor was any sampled individual’s immediate offspring

sampled, because the maximum individual lifespan was 40 cycles.

3 Results

3.1 Basic Result

The trait of communication goes reliably to fixation providing only that an agent’s

position on any step is at least partially predicted by its position in its previous step

— that is, that the population is viscous. Note that because the figures include a fixed
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mutation rate, ‘fixation’ fluctuates, but free riding never wins a selective advantage.

Increasing the rate of motion decreases selective pressure for altruism, but it is only

eliminated in the case where location is determined randomly. Figure 1 shows typical

individual results. The shape of these curves is very reliable — Figure 2 shows results

for two conditions aggregated with averages and 95% confidence intervals.

In describing these results we refer to the size of the culture — that is, the average

of the amount of knowledge held (k) across all agents, as κ. Note that if there were no

socially-communicated knowledge, we would expect κ to be 0.05, because the innovation

rate would be the only source of knowledge. Thus in both the conditions shown in

Figure 1 (and indeed all other figures) we have shown cultural accumulation. κ increases

with the proportion of communicators in the population, but can plateau well below

K, even when K << maxage ∗ λ. Factors that increase the ultimate κ also increase

selective pressure for altruistic communication, thus generally hastening fixation.

3.2 The Costs and Benefits of Communicating Foraging Behavior

Altruism is by definition a costly act that benefits others. The cost of communicating

knowledge about how to forage a plant type is the loss of opportunity for an agent

to exploit its own knowledge. If a neighboring agent learns an agents’ food processing

technique, it will then eat any food of the appropriate type in its current patch. Vis-

cosity not only increases the probability that an agent communicates with its kin, but

also that it communicates repeatedly with those competing for local resources.

We can measure this cost by examining the average amount of energy the two

different varients have when they share the same level of knowledge (see Figure 3.2).

Having less energy derived from foraging results in fewer reproductive opportunities

and thus lower fitness overall. The difference in energy is statistically significant for

the range of knowledge that the majority of agents hold. However, higher levels of

knowledge are associated with higher average levels of energy, and the maximum energy

value is determined by the reproduction threshold.
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Why then is communicating adaptive? Because a communicating agent is more

likely than a free rider to live near other communicating agents. This condition holds

in a viscous population so long as the trait of communicating is itself communicated

either genetically (as in our model) or culturally. Viscosity results in the average com-

municating agent receiving more knowledge and therefore having access to more types

of food than the average non-communicating free rider. This is a classic Simpson’s para-

dox (Wagner, 1982; Sober & Wilson, 1998). Although a communicating agent knowing

k things eats less than a free-rider with the same knowledge level, so long as the av-

erage communicating agent knows more than the average free rider the advantage can

be systematically overcome the short-term costs of altruism. The average knowledge

and therefore energy of altruists is greater than that of free-riders (see Figure-3.2.) As

a result the altruistic trait reliably goes to fixation.

Note that although altruism is only beneficial in the presence of other altruists, al-

truism is also only costly after an innovation event. Thus when the altruistic trait first

mutates into a population, it may spread by drift. Population oscillations such as are

found in ordinary predator / prey cycles can also provide opportunity for sub-optimal

strategies to spread, during the periods where the environment is below carrying capac-

ity for a species. Thus initial invasion by a single altruistic mutant is not particularly

improbable.

3.3 Factors Determining the Size of the Culture

Having produced a simple model of selection resulting in cultural accumulation, we can

now examine what factors influence the size of the culture and the selective pressure for

the altruistic trait. We refer to the maximum size of the culture — the number of special

food types and associated food-processing knowledge available in the environment —

as K. Each individual agent will know some specific number of things k. The average

of k across a population we call κ. This is the size of the culture.

κ is determined by factors affecting the probability of agents learning each element

of knowledge in their lifetimes. Factors determining this include:
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Fig. 3 The cost of altruism in this model, as indicated by the differences in energy level
for agents with a particular amount of knowledge. This is again from a single run, the same
shown in Figure 1b. Free rider average energy is on the left of each pair (blue), communicating
altruists on the right (red). Averages are over every agent knowing a particular number of things
per variant taken at sample intervals during the simulation. Samples are taken at 100-cycle
intervals; because the maximum lifespan is 40 no agent is sampled twice, nor is its immediate
offspring sampled. Error bars show approximate 95% intervals. Numbers at the base of the
bars show the average number of individuals in that class per sample. This varies substantially
between varieties due to the free-rider extinction, but note the difference in distributions of
knowledge level within variety. The plateau of energy levels is a consequence of agents with
energy over 30 breeding, and therefore losing 20% of their energy.

– the maximum lifespan (see Figure 1),

– the rate of communication per cycle (transmission rate, or λ), and

– the number of agents in range to perceive the communication.

The quantity of perceivers is in turn dependent on a number of factors:

– The distance over which information can be transmitted (broadcast range), and

– The average density of altruistic agents. This is in turn determined by:

– the current proportion of altruists in the population, and

– the carrying capacity of the environment.

The carrying capacity is in turn determined by the food growth rate and the reproduction

threshold. The reproduction threshold determines the maximum amount of energy a

single agent might retain.
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Fig. 4 The average number of things known by members of each variant per cycle. This is
again for the same run as figures 3 and 1b. Lighter bands indicate approximate 95% intervals.
Communicating altruists are the upper line (red), free riders are the lower line (blue). Free-rider
variance increases as the number of individuals approaches zero.

Both the density of altruists and the carrying capacity of the environment fluctuate

locally. The density fluctuates because of the effects of viscosity. The carrying capacity

itself depends on the local κ, because this determines how much of the available food

can actually be eaten by the local population. Previous formal results have shown that

this sort of positive feedback between the altruistic trait and the carrying capacity

of the environment is necessary for the evolution of altruism in order to overcome

the neutralizing effect of kin competition (Mitteldorf & Wilson, 2000; Williams &

Lenton, 2008; Wakano et al., 2009). Communicating about food-processing skills has

this property, and may therefore be seen as a type of niche construction (Laland et al.,

2001).

Observation of individual runs shows that typically a local group of altruists will

know about κ types of food. Their repeated communication of this relatively small

number of items makes it probable that young altruists will also learn about these food

items, and each individual transmission is at relatively low cost since the behavior is

well-established. Chance encounters of two such communities can lead to local surges
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in population if the communities know about different things. This is for two reasons.

The new, combined community now knows > κ things, and each community is likely to

be near ample supplies of the previously-unexploited food types. However, populations

will collapse again as these food sources are consumed back to food growth rate, and

as agents fail to reliably transmit the entire content of their knowledge to the next

generation before dying. If free riders are still in the population, the collapse may be

accelerated by their invasion. These sorts of events account for the jagged profile of the

individual runs such as are shown in Figure 1.

Note that as a consequence of the scale of the simulation (the overall population

is typically N ∼ 2, 000 agents) and the rate of innovation, at nearly all times there

exists some agent knowing any type of available information. κ is however weakly

inversely correlated to K, with the obvious caveat that the number of potential food

items is an upper bound on the size of the culture. The reason for the weak inverse

correlation is that, where there are fewer available items of knowledge there is an

increased probability that individual discovery will reinforce established knowledge in a

knowledge community rather than introducing a new item that is beyond their capacity

to transmit between generations. This effect can be seen as an artifact of the present

simulation as nature normally affords near-infinite potential strategies. But ti also again

emphasises the utility of both physical and cultural niche construction. Wherever the

environment can be made to encourage the rediscovery of useful behaviour it will

stustain a larger culture.

4 Discussion

Given that we now have a model of the construction of varying sizes of culture derived

from the altruistic sharing of behavioral knowledge, we can return to the question of

why in nature we see such variation in the extent to which culture is exploited. Usually

in evolutionary biology, such variation indicates a range of potential strategies created

by tradeoffs in the fitness landscape.
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4.1 Ecological Tradeoffs

Although altruism is able to invade populations as described above, it is only truly

adaptive as a shared strategy. Unsurprisingly therefore it is facilitated by individuals

living long enough to coexist with at least one generation of their progeny (Taylor

& Irwin, 2000). However, being long-lived has other costs. In particular, lifespan is

correlated with size and therefore individual resource consumption (Barrickman et al.,

2008; Brown et al., 2004). This indicates that two factors that benefit culture trade off

against each other — longevity, due to its size correlate, trades off against the number

of available agents in the vicinity. In addition, a shorter life history provides more

opportunity for evolutionary adaptation. Thus culture and genetic evolution can be

seen as trading off against each other.

Next there is the problem of the rate at which behaviour is transmitted. First,

notice that that although we refer to “communication” in our model, we are not nec-

essarily modeling language or deliberate signaling. Communication may be entirely

passive from the perspective of the altruistic agent, e.g. a simple failure to shield food-

processing techniques from observation (Danchin et al., 2004). As such our model may

be relevant for explaining the increased number of food processing and other skills ob-

served in Orangutans living in denser populations (van Schaik & Knott, 2001). Limits

to transmission rate and range may depend on a range of preceptual factors such as

visibility. The rate of reliable transmission could also require a large number of other

expensive cognitive attributes, such as sufficient memory resources to store, recall and

generalize from a number of observations what are the critical attributes of a behavior,

including its context and outcomes (Keysers & Perrett, 2004). The large brains of apes

may be a special adaptation for exploiting culture.

Social learning requires a capacity for learning in the first place. Some examples

of social transmission are extremely ritualized and can be accounted for with special-

ized perceptual and memory systems. Examples include the waggle dance in bees or

imprinting on odors in a variety of mammal species. More ‘cognitive’ species (those

with more plastic learning and behavior) again tend to have longer average lifespans
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and longer periods of development (van Schaik & Deaner, 2003; Isler & van Schaik,

2006; Barrickman et al., 2008). Longevity also correlates with k-intensive reproduction

strategies. Having relatively few offspring present with their parents for a relatively

long period could well increase the probability of transmitting information, but at the

cost of reducing the number of offspring. Again, the trade offs for such strategies are

well-understood, and generate a variety evolutionary strategies.

4.2 Plasticity Tradeoffs

As mentioned earlier, social learning is a special case, and indeed a strict subset of

individual learning. Social learning is individual learning based on social cues (Bryson,

2009). Individual learning or phenotypic plasticity in general is known to interact with

genetic evolution (Hinton & Nowlan, 1987; Maynard Smith, 1987; Borenstein et al.,

2006). Individual learning generally accelerates biological evolution so long as the geno-

type is far enough away from encoding the optimal phenotype that learning on its own

does not come too close to that optimum, reducing selective pressure. Acceleration

occurs because learning provides additional information about the utility of genetic

variation (Maynard Smith, 1987). However, to the extent individual learning is less

reliably acquired by an individual in a timely manner than innate behavior, there is

selective pressure to “canalize” behavior genetically (Hinton & Nowlan, 1987). Individ-

ual plasticity also accommodates environmental variation which occurs too rapidly for

biological evolution, including individually-specific variation in developmental events,

physical location etc. (Gallistel et al., 1991; Kawecki & Stearns, 1993; Borenstein et al.,

2008).

Similarly, as our model makes clear, cultural learning can serve to accelerate indi-

vidual learning if discoveries can be communicated faster than they can be made. In

our model, an individual on its own can learn at most one new thing in the period

of its lifetime; most will learn none. This is well below κ for our populations. This

observation appears to contradict the well-known Boyd & Richerson (1985) model

whereby individuals tradeoff the risk of individual learning with the reliability of older,
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culturally-available information, which is compromised in a rapidly changing environ-

ment. The difference though is that the Boyd & Richerson model does not consider

the case that the different forms of learning may require substantially different tem-

poral investment, nor indeed that agents have a finite lifespan. Time like space is an

important factor in accurate ecological modelling.

4.3 Human Exceptionalism

If the constraints on the exploitation of culturally-derived behavior are so simple and

universal, why are humans such outliers? Many proposed explanations such as language

and advanced theory of mind are themselves examples of accumulated culture. A sim-

pler explanation may be the fact that humans are the only primates capable of vocal

imitation (Fitch, 2000, 2007; Bryson, 2008). As apes, humans are already preadapted

to the more cognitive and cultural end of many of the tradeoffs described above. The

capacity for vocal imitation, which in other taxa has frequently emerged under sex-

ual selection, may have also served to increase the rate of information transmission.

Note that even so, highly-complex Hominid artifacts were transmitted with very little

apparent cumulation for over a million years (Ambrose, 2001). This shows that there

must have been extreme pressure for conformity for a long period. The recent burst of

conspicuous accumulation probably follows a more gradual or at least less-conspicuous

period that lead to either increased population density (Powell et al., 2009) or a de-

creased proportion of the population that needed to exactly memorize each cultural

element, due to writing (Diamond, 1997).
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